ALABAMA

- Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

ARIZONA

- Counseled a dating service in connection with a false advertising investigation.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

ARKANSAS

- Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
- Represented a bedding retailer in an investigation of its consumer credit practices.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.
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CALIFORNIA

- Represented a national debt buyer in responding to individual state subpoena.
- Represented an equipment leasing company in a fraud investigation.
- Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general inquiry.
- Represented a snack food manufacturer in an investigation of nutrition labeling under the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act.
- Counseled a personal emergency response system provider in a consumer fraud investigation.
- Counseled a dating service in connection with false advertising investigation.
- Represented a medical emergency monitoring service in an investigation of its advertising claims.
- Represented a national debt buyer on responding to subpoena filed by state.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

COLORADO

- Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

CONNECTICUT

- Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
- Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
- Represented an equipment leasing company in a fraud investigation.
- Represented an in-house seller in litigation challenging its compliance with mandatory cooling off period.
- Represented a snack food manufacturer in an investigation of nutrition labeling under the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act and health claims made for botanical ingredients.
• Represented a furniture manufacturer/direct seller in litigation challenging its liquidated damages provision.

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.

• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.

• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

DELAWARE

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.

• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.

• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.

• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

FLORIDA

• Represented a bedding retailer in a series of consumer fraud investigations.

• Represented a telemarketer in an investigation into its compliance with Florida’s telemarketing law.

• Represented an ice cream manufacturer in a short weight investigation.

• Represented a manufacturer of home siding in an investigation of its warranty practices.

• Represented a credit card protection provider in a consumer fraud investigation.

• Represented a retailer in litigation involving “Do Not Call.”

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.

• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.

• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.

• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.

• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
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GEORGIA

- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.

HAWAII

- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

IDAHO

- Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

ILLINOIS

- Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
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• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

**INDIANA**

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

**IOWA**

• Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
• Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

**KANSAS**

• Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
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Kentucky

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

Louisiana

• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

Maine

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

Maryland

• Represented a furniture manufacturer/direct seller in litigation challenging its liquidated damages provision.
• Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
MICHIGAN

- Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
- Represented a chain of business schools in a false advertising investigation.
- Represented a bedding retailer in litigation consumer fraud.
- Counseled a dating service in connection with a false advertising investigation.
- Represented national debt buyer on responding to individual state document request.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

MINNESOTA

- Represented a national magazine publisher in an investigation into its promotion, marketing and collection practices.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving prescription drug abuse.
- Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.
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**MISSOURI**

- Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
- Represented an equipment leasing company in a fraud investigation.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

**MISSISSIPPI**

- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

**MONTANA**

- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

**NEBRASKA**

- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.
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NEVADA

- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

NEW JERSEY

- Represented a discount department store chain in an administrative proceeding alleging “bait and switch” advertising.
- Represented a health club chain in an investigation of its marketing, promotions, and cancellation policy.
- Represented a home accessories retailer in an investigation of alleged fictitious “sale” claims.
- Represented a retail chain in an administrative proceeding alleging short weights.
- Represented a department store chain in an administrative proceeding involving scanner accuracy.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

NEW MEXICO

- Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
- Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
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NEW YORK

- Represented a credit reporting agency in an individual state investigation of its business practices.
- Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
- Represented a sub-prime lender in an investigation of its consumer lending practices.
- Representing a publicly held buyer of consumer debt in an investigation of its debt collection and collection litigation practices.
- Represented a credit card protection provider in an investigation of its selling practices.
- Represented a retail chain in an investigation of its disclosures of its gift card terms and conditions.
- Represented a department store chain in several investigations of its price advertising and its “rain check” policy.
- Represented a food manufacturer in an investigation of its product claims.
- Represented a food distributor in an investigation of its product claims.
- Represented a manufacturer of handicrafts kits in an investigation of its product claims.
- Represented a retail chain in an investigation of its sweepstakes signage.
- Represented a chain of butcher stores in Truth-in-Lending litigation alleging hidden finance charges.
- Represented a sales finance company in litigation alleging hidden finance charges.
- Represented an equipment leasing company in a fraud investigation.
- Represented a manufacturer of home siding in an investigation of its warranty practices.
- Represented a retailer in an investigation of its employee payroll card practices.
- Represented a retailer in an investigation of allegedly discriminatory employment practices.
- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

NORTH CAROLINA

- National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
- Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

NORTH DAKOTA

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

OHIO

• Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
• Represented a bedding distributor in litigation challenging the selling practices of the Ohio retailer.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

OKLAHOMA

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
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OREGON

• Represented a bedding retailer in an investigation of its consumer credit practices.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

PENNSYLVANIA

• Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
• Represented a bedding retailer in a series of false advertising and consumer fraud investigations.
• Represented a furniture retailer in a series of false advertising and consumer fraud investigations.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

RHODE ISLAND

• Represented a bedding distributor in an investigation of its sweepstakes promotions.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
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SOUTH CAROLINA

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

SOUTH DAKOTA

• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

TENNESSEE

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

TEXAS

• Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.
• Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
• Represented a bedding retailer in an investigation of its consumer credit practices.
• Represented a bedding retailer in an investigation of its use of English language contracts with Spanish-speaking consumers.
• Represented an equipment leasing company in a fraud investigation.
• Counseled a dating service in connection with an unfair and deceptive trade practices investigation.
• Represented a retailer in an investigation of Truth-in-Lending disclosures.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
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• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

UTAH

• Represented a company in tobacco industry in connection with state attorney general dispute.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.

Vermont

• Represented a bedding distributor in an investigation of its price comparison advertisements.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

Virginia

• Represented a national retailer in state investigation related to advertising practices.
• Represented private college in resolving controversy related to decision by college's Board to close, involving significant negotiations with Attorney General's office that allowed college to remain open.
• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.
• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.
• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.
• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.
WASHINGTON

• Represented a home warranty company in state investigation involving direct marketing and advertising practices.

• Represented a bedding retailer in an investigation of its consumer credit practices.

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.

• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.

• National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.

• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

• Pharmacy benefit manager in multistate investigation into deceptive claims.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.

WEST VIRGINIA

• Represented a national debt buyer in resolving litigation involving debt collection and affidavit practices.

• Represented a furniture distributor in an investigation of the practices of the West Virginia retailer and the creditor.

• Represented a national distributor in litigation alleging various unfair and deceptive trade practices.

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.

• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

WISCONSIN

• Represented a furniture manufacturer/direct seller in an investigation of its “custom made” claims.

• Represented a national magazine publisher in an investigation into its promotion, marketing and collection practices.

• National retailer in 44-state multistate investigation regarding nationwide data breach.

• Credit reporting agency in 31-state multistate investigation.

• Debt collector/debt buyer in 42-state multistate investigation involving affidavits and other collection practices.

• Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

• Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.
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WASHINGTON D.C.

- National retailer in 24-state multistate investigation related to advertising practices.
- Data broker in 44-state multistate investigation into data breach.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation into prescription drug abuse.
- Pharmaceutical manufacturer in multistate investigation involving off-label marketing.

WYOMING

- Represented tobacco company regarding compliance with state statute adopted under the Master Settlement Agreement, and resolved issues relating to Wyoming's allegations of non-compliance.

NATIONAL

- National trade association comprised of pharmaceutical manufacturers in connection with a 50-state inquiry regarding prescription drug pricing issues.
- National trade association comprised of small tobacco manufacturers in matters involving compliance with Master Settlement Agreement (MSA) states' escrow requirements (47 states).
- Home warranty company in multiple state investigations (see individual state representations) involving direct marketing and advertising practices.

This chart is for informational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice or opinions regarding any specified facts related to specific data breach incidents.